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The Task of The Translator  
 
Walter Benjamin (1892-1940) was an essayist. Yet to my mind, he was a contemplative who used the 
lyrical form of the essay to explore life – via philosophy, via his own experiences, and via the work of 
peers, past and present, whose own explorations offered fertile soil for his insights. A work of 
literature in its own right, the essay was his platform for moving from the sharply observed moment-
in-time to a broader reflection on the perennial human condition. Delivering a warm bath to the senses 
while illuminating dark corners in both his and a reader’s thinking – this was the gift of Benjamin’s 
essays. A trick of the light (or pen) perhaps, but it led to the feeling that understanding emerges from a 
shared dance toward meaning, toward a cumulative ‘a-ha’ moment in the spirit of TS Eliot’s return to 
the beginning, and knowing it for the first time. 
 
A close friend, Gershom Scholem, described Benjamin as a man ‘whose genius united the insight of 
the metaphysician, the interpretative power of the critic and the erudition of the scholar’ (Wieseltier 
2007, p.vii). Others spoke of his dense and elusive mind – how his unsystematic, fragmented manner 
steered a course through the philosophical analysis of literature and culture. One was invited to read 
his volumes as if they were a type of ‘spiritual diary. They give a portrait of a pilgrim … (one) without 
a shrine’ (Wieseltier 2007, p.ix). Little wonder, then, that his most profound essays are collected in a 
volume titled Illuminations. Benjamin’s way of seeing crossed boundaries – cultural, literary, 
translation theorists and more all draw on his thinking. Yet I have not come across anyone who 
appropriates his work to explore the Otherworld. That said, I have not come across anyone who draws 
on the work of D&G or Bateson in this regard either. However, I am certain none of these thinkers 
would be disturbed by their ideas being so-harnessed – they themselves have been explorers of non-
physical dimensions since decades. 
 
No one could fault Benjamin’s dedication to task during the too-few years of his essaying. It was work 
which represented, as Arendt writes, a dedication to poetic thinking, to plunging the depths in order to 
‘pry loose the rich and the strange’ (Arendt 2007, p.50) like a pearl diver in Shakespeare’s The 
Tempest (1,2): ‘Full fathom five thy father lies, Of his bones are coral made, Those are pearls that 
were his eyes. Nothing of him that doth fade But doth suffer a sea-change Into something rich and 
strange’ (Arendt 2007, p.38). In her portrait of a man who tragically took his own life on the Franco-
Spanish border in 1940, something she attributes to the Gestapo seizing his Paris apartment – ‘how 
was he to live without (his) library, … without the extensive collection of quotations and excerpts 
among his manuscripts?’ (Arendt 2007, p.17) – Arendt touches the spirit of Benjamin’s dedication to 
translate whatever he found on the sea floor into jewels destined for the land of the living. And when I 
read her words, I am reminded of Atwood’s notion of the treasure guarded by the dead – that it is 
useless unless brought back into time once more.  
 
Arendt holds that what guides the poetic thinking of those who plumb the depths is a conviction that 
‘the process of decay is at the same time a process of crystallisation … (where) some things “suffer a 
sea-change” and survive in new crystallised forms and shapes that remain immune to the elements, as 
though they waited only for the pearl diver who one day will come down to them and bring them up 
into the world of the living – as “thought fragments”, as something “rich and strange,” and perhaps 
even as everlasting Urphänomene’ (Arendt 2007, p.51). And so I pay homage to the one whose spirit 
infuses my own understanding of what it is to engage in dialogue with the keepers of pearl wisdoms in 
the Otherworld. 
 
Anne-as-translator 
 
In this essay, I describe what it is to engage with the ‘deeply other’ who populate non-physical 
dimensions. Reciprocal recognition is key to the relation we establish in an intertidal zone where co-
performance is, by definition, dialogic. But what is this dialogue? I experience symbolic imagery, 
words form in my understanding, I have sensory encounters. Scenes are played out in which I need to 
intuit my role in the performance as well as place the received teaching into a contextual framework to 
assist my understanding of same. There are also times during which the process is wrested from my 
mind’s grasp, when I become no more than a scribe for an Otherworldly presence, as if the insight is 
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too pure to trust to the distorting influence of my limited consciousness. The task, however, is always 
the same – decryption via the only artefactual tool at my disposal: language. Anne-as-translator is 
required to mediate between an immersive performance space and a plane of intimate exteriority 
where utterances can be shaped into a form potentially suitable for public sharing. 
 
‘The voice is foreign to me, I have to 
sit and wait for clarity, for it to ripen 
to a point where I can harvest the 
fruit’: This note in my journal from 
several years past captures the extent 
and responsibility of the task. While 
using the skills of language, a 
translator is required to look beyond 
language itself to approach the 
essence, the intentio (Benjamin 2007a, 
p.79), of the original text – the ‘text’ 
in my case being the integrated 
experience of the intertidal zone. For 
example, by ‘reading’ the co-
performance itself and taking note of 
its context against prior performance events and readings, I try to move beyond the multiple layers of 
information shared to the irreducible core of the treasure. In so doing, my intent is to approach the 
‘pure’ which Benjamin urges us to seek: ‘It is the task of the translator to release in his own language 
the pure language which is under the spell of another, to liberate the language imprisoned in a work in 
his re-creation of the work’ (Benjamin 2007a, p.80). 
 
According to Jacques Derrida, the significance of Benjamin’s essay, The Task of the Translator, lies in 
the fact that, within its pages, ‘the word truth appears more than once’ (Derrida 1985, p.190). 
Similarly, it is my desire to truthfully share the pearls offered by Otherworldly presences which 
propels my search for the irreducible core that ‘resists the translation it attracts’ (Derrida 1985, p.195), 
my task to render in my own writing the ‘echo of the original’: ‘Translation does not find itself in the 
centre of the language forest but on the outside facing the wooded ridge; it calls into it without 
entering, aiming at that single spot where the echo is available to give, in its own language, the 
reverberation of the work in the alien one’ (Benjamin 2007a, p.76). 
 
I wait for this echo in the intertidal zone. It is the echo of an original wisdom which lies (and 
continues to lie) in the ocean depths ready to be shared again and again with pearl divers throughout 
time. It exists for all to learn from, to share in, to live. Yet as Virgil knew, only with the shades’ 
permission may we reveal – our ethical intent must match theirs; the way of love must be our guide. 
The particular echo for which I listen, and then translate, intends to offer the wisdom an afterlife. 
Writing a timeless truth into existence again is what makes the treasure ‘useful’. Only then can its 
creative energy effect magic in the material world. 
 
Thus my interlocutors from the Otherworld and I come together in the intertidal zone as equal partners 
with shared intention – it is a space which functions as ‘neither the one nor the other … negotiation 
rather than negation’ (Bhabha 1994, p.25). My translation must penetrate the ‘always intact, the 
intangible, the untouchable’ (Derrida 1985, p.191), and can result in neither their original ‘text’ nor 
my ‘interpretation’, but the echo of Benjamin’s ‘pure’: ‘The language of a translation can – in fact, 
must – let itself go, so that it gives voice to the intentio of the original not as reproduction but as 
harmony … A real translation is transparent; it does not cover the original, does not block its light, but 
allows the pure language, as though reinforced by its own medium, to shine upon the original all the 
more fully’ (Benjamin 2007a, p.79). 
 
Nevertheless, for all Benjamin’s mentoring on process, this is by no means an easy task. Frustration 
and teeth-gnashing are my constant companions, yet I must work ‘lovingly and in detail’ (Benjamin 
2007a, p.78). In Umberto Eco’s translations of other writers’ texts as well as observing his own in 
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translation, he notes: ‘Translating is not only connected with linguistic competence, but with 
intertextual, psychological and narrative competence’ (Eco 2001, p.13). We decide how to translate, 
‘not on the basis of the dictionary, but on the basis of the whole history of two literatures’ (ibid.).  
 
With a barely evolved dictionary coupled with a very brief history of the Otherworld’s ‘foreign’ 
tradition, it has taken me years to reach a point of relatively ‘lucid’ conversations in the intertidal 
zone. To translate insights harvested therein into language which makes sense to my limited 
consciousness once removed from the space is a separate challenge. An observation which cannot be 
lightly dismissed, more often than not I ‘get it’ whilst in the intertidal zone (even to the point of 
‘verbalising’ my understanding to clarify and reinforce the teaching) only to ‘lose it’ once I leave the 
zone. This is, I believe, a function not only of the temporal and spatial white noise experienced 
between embodied felt-sense (heart-led, immediate) and textual renderings of same (head-led, 
delayed), but reflects the different state (and extent) of consciousness accessed in and out of the space 
(to help explain this concept, I explore the notion of energy differentials in this essay). Indeed, it is 
impossible for there not to be gaps in the script when one considers how reductive cognitive thinking 
is. The mysterious hiding place of Benjamin’s ‘pure’, the irreducible core of Derrida’s resistance and 
attraction, remains intact. Attempts to describe the indescribable often render the speaker tongue-
twisted and the writer tight-bound by a never-ending stream of double negatives.  
 
Still we persist. Why? Because we trust to love as the sword to cut through this Gordian knot: ‘“You 
can’t spend your whole life questioning whether language can represent reality,” (Wiman) writes. “At 
some point you have to believe that the inadequacies of the words you use will be transcended by the 
faith with which you use them”’ (Norris 2013, p.2). 
 
Learning a foreign language 
 
The Otherworld is the realm of the ineffable, the numinous. The language in which it offers its 
treasures is, to all intents and purposes, foreign. The images, texts and other sensory media 
experienced in this space are symbolic, at times allegorical, persistently metaphorical. Best described 
as a type of ‘no-language’ it requires decoding and decryption. My personal reading is not unusual. 
Mattoon, a Jungian scholar, writes that the voice of the collective unconscious ‘can be likened to an 
extinct language that has been rediscovered … When modern scholars discovered writing in ancient 
Egyptian, they used the entire context and the usage of each character to identify letters and words, 
then translated texts’ (Mattoon 2006, p.251). Benjamin likewise holds that ‘when translating from a 
language very remote from his own (the translator) must go back to the primal elements of language 
itself and penetrate to the point where work, image and tone converge’ (Benjamin 2007a, p.81).  
 
‘When they share what they want written, this then is what emerges – as if a mystical, detached, far-
off voice is calling out the sermon of the day’: Another journal entry which demonstrates that the 
writing which emerges from the space of co-performance bears little resemblance to my regular mode 
of expression. Yet I am not alone. In Jung’s AI self-experiments, he notes similar difficulties to 
express in writing that which does not give itself up easily, or at all, to expression: ‘I wrote down the 
fantasies as well as I could … But I was able to do this only in clumsy language … “high-flown 
language” … Archetypes speak the language of high rhetoric, even of bombast (Jung 1995, p.202). As 
a scientist, Jung found the style embarrassing; as an aesthete, I am a little more accommodating. 
Nevertheless, his experience resonates: ‘I had no choice but to write everything down in the style 
selected by the unconscious itself’ (ibid.); it is language ‘of a different sensitivity’ (Kyburz, Peck & 
Shamdasani 2009, p.223).  
 
In their analysis of Jung’s The Red Book, his English translators note three stylistic registers in which 
he composed the text, classifying them as descriptive, conceptual and mantic (Kyburz, Peck & 
Shamdasani 2009, p.222). They observe that the different registers ‘serve psychic promptings’ and 
share a ‘polyphonic mode’ where ‘the mantic and conceptual registers can themselves be considered 
as translations of the descriptive register’ (ibid.). What this means is that Jung invested in a process to 
translate the translations of, and enflesh the gaps within, his own consciousness of how the Otherworld 
functions (and speaks) as much as what was directly communicated to him. Nevertheless, in his work 
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to ‘translate (unconscious) contents into a form acceptable to the contemporary outlook’ (Shamdasani 
2009, p.219), he remained committed to honouring the different registers and how they ‘consistently 
rub(bed) against each other’ (Kyburz, Peck & Shamdasani 2009, p.222).  
 
Jung’s experience of writing the text of Septem Sermones (1916) provides ample evidence of the 
rhetoric in which his shades communicate, and in deference to the source, he not only self-published 
the text in the form in which it was gifted into his consciousness, but attributed it to an ancient Gnostic 
teacher – ‘Basilides in Alexandria, the City where the East toucheth the West’ (Jung 1995, p.215). In 
this way, he acknowledged that while such language may have been channelled through him it did not 
arise from his own self, lamenting: ‘What a trouble it was, until I could read this symbolic language, 
so much superior to my dull 
conscious mind’ (Jung, cited 
in Shamdasani 2009, p.215).  
 
And, in echoing his lament, 
we thus come full circle to 
Benjamin’s poetic thinking, 
the best antidote for we 
owners of dull conscious 
minds returning to dry land to 
sit and reflect on our journeys 
to the intertidal zone, and the 
rich and strange thought 
fragments we collected there. 
 
No answers, but questions  
 
With a high potential for mistranslation due to the complete ‘foreignness’ of the voice in which the 
Otherworld communicates, should such utterances be even shared? And if shared, could they ever be 
understood in the spirit of the original utterance, no matter how faithfully I pursue the ‘pure’? 
Questions for which I have no answers. All I have is the intentio of our co-performance, the reciprocal 
recognition on which our relation is based. And from that base, I am convinced inner guides want their 
treasure shared, their wisdoms to re-enter time to help us live more peaceful and loving lives in a more 
peaceful and loving world. I am also convinced that the imperative for their desire to share rests in 
Laleima’s words to me on September 11, 2001, ones which have no need of translation: There is not 
enough love in the world.  
 
I am not the only one with whom Otherworldly presences share such insights. Many receive the same 
teachings in myriad different forms – a direct reflection of the fact that all knowledge is a function of 
being where ‘the thing known is in the knower according to the mode of the knower’ (Huxley 2009, 
p.146). What we ‘know’ is a distinctly personal phenomenon – what is shared with me is in a mode 
relevant to my way of knowing. My challenge is to gift these teachings on in a way which resonates 
beyond ‘just me’. The task of my translator, therefore, does not end with outing wisdoms onto a plane 
of intimate exteriority. Further iterative translations are required before an essay, in the spirit of 
Benjamin’s illuminating texts, has the potential to resonate beyond my circle-of-one. 
 
Umberto Eco holds that whatever decisions a translator makes, he/she must respect the ‘macro-
proposition’ of the text, what he calls the ‘deep’ story: ‘In order to preserve the deep story, the 
translator is sometimes entitled to change the surface one’ (Eco 2001, p.31). However, such changes 
should only occur via negotiation with the text’s writer. In my case this entails further dialogue in the 
intertidal zone to preserve my sources’ ‘deep’ story – in short, have I gotten it ‘right’. Our shared 
intent is to bring the translation to a public forum; as interface to the outside world, it is my 
responsibility to ensure ‘the echo of the original’ (Benjamin 2007a, p.76) is not lost in the process.  
 
The dilemma, as Eco sees it, is: ‘Should a translation lead the reader to understand the linguistic or 
cultural universe of the source text, or transform the original by adapting it to the reader’s cultural and 
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linguistic universe?’ (Eco 2001, p.22). In my case, the dilemma could be rendered thus: Should my 
translation lead the reader to understand how the Otherworld expresses itself, or should I transform the 
source ‘texts’ to make outreach to potential readers easier? In the end, it means: Do I honour the 
source or do I claim I am the creator of such wisdoms myself? Suffice it to say that my ethical position 
demands that I take the former approach and follow Jung’s lead to honour the prima materia in the 
form it was gifted into his consciousness with one difference – I am a nobody. There is no scientific 
community that could potentially ostracise me for publicly sharing wisdoms from the source (see The 
Red Book). Accordingly, I also follow Eco’s imperative that the translator must be prepared for 
instances of ‘rebelling against one’s own language, when it introduces effects of sense that were not 
intended in the original’ (Eco 2001, p.46).  
 
Speaking to this dilemma, Eco introduces the concept of the model reader, someone who is willing ‘to 
become as medieval as possible … eager to make an effort in order to enter a medieval abbey and to 
understand not only its habits and its rituals but also its language’ (Eco 2001, p.28-9). Of course he 
was referring to his experience of writing that brilliant work of historical fiction, The Name of the 
Rose. He had spent three years embedding himself in its world through research, and in the text, his 
intent was to bring the same to life for a model reader. Similarly embedded over several years in the 
research required to bring the worlds rendered in The Taste of Translation to life, I wonder if I can 
grow the performance to bring the whole fact of the Otherworld into sharp understandable relief for 
readers to access the pearls brought up from its depths as gifts to today’s humanity, shared in a spirit 
of love? Or is it all too ‘out there’? Indeed, who would be a model reader in any case when a critical 
mass is required to move our world to a more peaceful and loving base? 
 
However, with Benjamin as my witness, I continue to undertake this task ‘lovingly and in detail’ 
(Benjamin 2007a, p.78), but with a humble request to a model reader (or more) to consider EM 
Forster’s dictum: ‘The reader must sit down alone and struggle with the writer’ (Forster 2005, p.31). 
Yes, I struggle to translate the wisdoms offered by my sources in the intertidal zone into language but 
I am well aware that it is a struggle for a reader to make sense of my renderings too. Together, though, 
we may be able to bring a new co-performance into being, here in the physical world, via the non-
physical dimension of cyberspace, to help the light of truth re-enter our beautiful suffering world, in 
such desperate need of healing, love and peace. 
 
Thank you for reading. Good night, and good luck. 
 
 
 
 


